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The author deals with the history of cultural and economic interaction between two diaspora 
groups in Ekaterinoslav city (Jews and Mennonites) in the period 1800–1920. The presence of 
these ethno-confessional groups in the social and financial life of the city was quite noticeable, 
and their collaboration is possible to observe throughout the Late Imperial period. Despite all the 
cultural and social differences, both the Jews and the Mennonites were actively engaged in entre-
preneurship that encouraged the coincidence of their economic interests. Diasporas were also 
brought closer by the socio-legal situation in the state (both were representatives of non-Orthodox 
ethnic groups with partially limited civil rights). The first signs of the interdiasporic cultural inter-
action can be found in the 1860s, when some Jewish entrepreneurs, despite the existing system of 
ethnic education, sent their descendants to the Mennonite school. At a new modernization stage of 
the city’s history (since the 1870s), the Jews and the Mennonites actively cooperated in the devel-
opment of the flour-milling, woodworking, and investment industries. The political strategy of 
diasporas’ survival in the second half of the 19th and at the beginning of the 20th centuries was 
similar. The Mennonites learned from the Jews how to be public figures, lobby for business in-
terests (using the tribune of the City Council), and influence the public mood of the local people, 
using ethnic periodicals. Although anti-Semitism was condemned among the Mennonites, the 
German-speaking community kept a wait-and-see tactic, avoiding supporting another ethnic group 
in the context of global and local social cataclysms (1880–1920: revolutions, pogroms, banditry, 
and anarchy). The latter, however, did not exclude some cases of groups’ mutual assistance during 
pogroms and a few support actions between families, which had been united by many years of 
cooperation and trust. After the defeat of the Ukrainian revolution and the collapse of the national 
statehood project, the diasporas, as united ethnic communities of the city, lost their political and 
economic subjectivity.
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The research problem: the Ekaterinoslav Jews and Mennonites
in the unity of opposites

Ekaterinoslav (Dnepropetrovsk, Dnipro) was formed as a multiethnic city – the Rus-
sian Empire future capital (“third Palmyra”), located on its new frontier territories [Явор-
ницкий 1996, 20–28]. Ethnic and confessional heterogeneity, which were provided by 
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military campaigns of the end of the 18th century [Бойко 2007; Дружинина 1955, 1959, 
1970; Венгер 2009, 76–92], as well as by active migration and colonization processes 
that followed them [Писаревский 1909; Bartlett 1979; Sunderland 1998], which were 
inherent in the region in general, determined the scenario of the city’s development. Fo-
reign colonists and random settlers, Ukrainian Cossacks (in fact, this region owners 
[Етнонаціональний світ... 2018]), visiting migrants and officials sent on business trips 
from the central regions of the empire, formed the city, creating a unique culture of Eka-
terinoslav with its inherent multiculturalism. The practical experience was exchanged, 
the unspoken rules of the interethnic community were created, and the production prac-
tices (for example, economic activity and entrepreneurship) were formed and assimilated 
during the ecizing process between different population categories. Thanks to statistics 
appearance in the Russian Empire (in the middle of the 19th century), we have some in-
formation about confessional composition of Ekaterinoslav population in 1862 (about 
80 years after its foundation). There were 9,588 Orthodox Christians living in the city 
(they included Ukrainians, Russian-speaking immigrants (called “Velikorossies” – the 
Great Russians), Armenians, Greeks, Georgians), the schismatic sect representatives 
(131 persons), 46 Roman Catholics (Germans and Poles), 18 Lutherans and Reformed 
church supporters (Poles and Germans), 69 German-speaking Mennonites and 3,365 Jews 
[Материалы для географии и статистики... 1862, 303]. Ekaterinoslav grew and changed 
in the “struggle and unity” of cultural and ethnic diversity and gradually turned into the 
largest industrial center in the South of the Russian Empire. The “new city phenomenon” 
created new rules of social community (residence), in which everyone had enough space 
(territorial and cultural), provided favorable conditions for cooperation between the rep-
resentatives of different ethnic communities.

Two Diaspora groups1 of the provincial center will be researched in our study: the 
Jews (representatives of one of the largest ethno-confessional groups in Ekaterinoslav) 
and the Mennonites (perhaps the quantitatively smallest diaspora of the town). The pre-
sence of these ethno-confessional groups in social and financial life of the city was very 
noticeable. At the same time, the diasporas interacted actively throughout the Ekaterino-
slav history.

This fact might seem very unexpected and inexplicable at first glance2. It may seem 
that it is hardly possible to imagine communities (of the Jews and the Mennonites) that 
are more distant from each other in terms of their special and actually contrasting ethno-
cultural particularities (Western and European for the Mennonites, and Eastern for the 
Jews). Being the representatives of separate ethnic groups3, they were distinguished by 
all special characteristics (for example, according to Anthony Smith’s considerations 
[Сміт 1994, 28–51]): ethnic self-identification, awareness of the corporate unity, the his-
torical memory presence, religion, language, way of life, the conception of the ancestors’ 
cultural homeland. However, it is impossible to deny the factors of some rapprochement, 
which was due to practical motives (at least in Ekaterinoslav), and which contributed to 
the formation of partnership and mostly good-neighborly relations between the represen-
tatives of the Jewish and Mennonite congregations both in the field of entrepreneurship 
and even in some areas of their everyday life.

The main common feature of these ethnic groups’ social position in Russia was that 
they did not belong to the so-called “titular nation”, but they were national minorities. 
Both the Jews with their pale of settlement feature, and the Mennonites, who were more 
and more often called simply the Germans from the middle of the 19th century, were not 
included in the projects of a single Russian nation [Миллер 2006, 147–171], which were 
actively developed in the Russian Empire from the middle of the 19th century. This fact 
put them into a position of “increased vulnerability”, determined their self-presentation 
in the state and in a separate city, limited their ability to feel like the subjects of the Rus-
sian monarchy and to be engaged in activities that corresponded to their class affiliation 
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and financial capabilities4. For example, the “Jewish question” and the everyday anti-
Semitism, which were inherent to the Russian Empire from the late 1860s, were supple-
mented by the so-called “anti-colonist propaganda” [Венгер 2009, 406–443], which 
affected not only the German colonists but the German-speaking Mennonites as well. 
Several decades later, during World War I, the large-scale anti-German and anti-Jewish 
campaigns were launched in Russia, and they were accompanied by the civil liberties and 
private property restrictions of the Russian Empire subjects belonging to these ethno-
confessions [Линдеман 1917]. Thus, both the Jewish and the Mennonite populations 
found themselves in the position of persecuted communities during certain periods of 
their history in Russia. They were morally united by both – the past (a “historical myth” 
about the history of anti-Semitism and Anabaptism in Europe, which was peculiar for 
each of them), and by the certain factor, limiting their rights in conditions of political 
unpredictability, complex and unbalanced modernization in the empire. Their special re-
ligious and linguistic traditions, their everyday features, which they tried to follow tire-
lessly, aroused more and more attention and rejection from the authorities and the entire 
Russian society.

It is important that despite all cultural and social differences, both the Jews and the 
Mennonites were actively engaged in the economic processes (entrepreneurship), which 
often ensured the coincidence of the communities representatives’ financial interests in 
Ekaterinoslav. This fact became most noticeable after the 1860s.

And, finally, attention should be paid to high level of self-organization of the Jewish 
and Mennonite population, which seem to be peculiar to many ever “persecuted” groups, 
as they positioned and perceived themselves. The urban communities, both the Jewish 
and the Mennonite ones, were formed according to the model of a self-organized Diaspo-
ra, which also facilitated external contacts of the communities. It sometimes supported 
the intergroup, to be precise, the inter-diaspora interaction between them.

The Jewish and Mennonite diasporas formation, 
first contacts between them (1800–1860s)

As it was mentioned earlier, the Jews and the Mennonites appeared in Ekaterinoslav at 
the initial stage of the city’s history. The Jewish community formation is associated with 
the Novorossiysk province founding. On December 21, 1791, Catherine II issued a de-
cree “On granting the citizenship to the Jews in Ekaterinoslav governorship and Taurida 
region”, according to which the Jews were allowed to open factories, to trade, to be en-
gaged in rural farming, and to create educational institutions [Клиер 2000, 58]. At the 
same time, inviting the Jews to the Russian Empire lands, the authorities introduced ter-
ritorial restrictions on their settlement from the very beginning5. Since Ekaterinoslav was 
part of the so-called “pale of settlement”, the Jewish population of the city grew rapidly. 
In 1796–1803 the Jewish community of the city counted about 380 people [Екатеринос-
лавская губерния... 1910, 503].

The Jews contributed to the city’s economic development, being engaged in trade, 
construction, small and medium-size production. 28 Jewish surnames were already added 
to the list of Ekaterinoslav province merchants in 1803. It is known that in the first half of 
the 19th century the Jewish merchants earned money on the intermediary flax trade (the 
Stieglitz, Katznelson brothers’ enterprises), were in demand as city tailors and shoema-
kers. It is also known that 440 representatives of the Jewish faith were engaged in various 
types of crafts in 1818 [Быстряков 2001, 23–25]. In 1832, the Ekaterinoslav Jew Zas-
lavskyi founded ironworks, which is considered to be an important event for the region – 
and establishment of the future large-scale industry of the city [Быстряков 2001, 23–25]. 
Later on, the Ekaterinoslav Jews invested their money in the factories’ development; they 
smelted cast iron, made bricks, lumber, built and operated the mills [Найман 2003, 225–
226]. The first synagogues were founded in 1800 and 1833 [Из истории еврейской... 
1887, 168]. According to information for 1862, there were already five synagogues and 
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prayer houses, various educational institutions (one Talmud Torah, some Cheders and 
Ueshivas [Найман 2003, 190]) in Ekaterinoslav, and at the end of the 1870s there were 
6,659 Jews in the provincial center, which accounted for 27.3 % of the city’s population 
[Еврейское население... 1884, 16–19]. By the middle of the 19th century the Jews had 
already formed one of the most powerful and consolidated Ekaterinoslav diasporas.

At first glance, the history of the Mennonite Diaspora was not so impressive in the 
first half of the above-mentioned century. The first Mennonite families – immigrants from 
Prussia – settled in Ekaterinoslav in 1803. Their appearance was associated with the co-
lonization program of the second half of the 18th – the first half of the 19th century [Писа-
ревский 1909]. According to so-called “Privileges” signed by Prince G. Potemkin with 
the Prussian Mennonite communities’ representatives on the eve of 1789, the financially 
secure Mennonites, who did not count on the support of congregations and planned to be 
engaged in entrepreneurship, could choose the cities as their main place of residence 
[Rempel 1974, 281–288]. The grace period of tax exemption was provided for such im-
migrants, and the city budget allocated necessary funds for their arrangement. In general, 
considerable funds (more than 63,585 rubles) were spent until 1825 on Mennonites’ and 
colonists’ settlement in Ekaterinoslav (64 families) [Державний архів Дніпропетровської 
області – далі ДАДО, ф. 134, cпр. 780, арк. 169]. According to the lists of 1816, 5 Men-
nonite families lived in Ekaterinoslav (J. Brandt, G. Thiessen, J. Toews, D. Schroeder, 
D. Welke) [ДАДО, ф. 134, спр. 491, арк. 24]. Later, P. Heese’s family arrived to the city 
from the colonies and gradually lured away from their numerous relatives to Ekaterino-
slav. When asking to be accepted to the urban estate, the Mennonites reported that “[they] 
settled firmly in the city, acquired houses and businesses at their own expenses” [ДАДО, 
ф. 134, спр. 503, арк. 120]. For example, Brandt kept the inn [ДАДО, ф. 134, cпр. 621, 
арк. 506]. Although Schroeder began his activity as a merchant and moneylender, he la-
ter built the city pier and was engaged in the timber rafting. The Fasts family possessed 
sawmills. Thiessen, Toews, and Heese were the owners of mechanical, and later – the 
steam mills (after 1861) [Венгер 2009, 218–221, 354–360]. The famous entrepreneurial 
dynasties were formed in Ekaterinoslav, and they received not only regional but all-Rus-
sian fame as well. The history of their mills’ development was confirmed by old French 
saying: “If you have money and want to have even more – build a mill”. Gradually the 
Mennonites formed a small, but separate and rather consolidated group. According to in-
formation for 1862, the Mennonite community of the city numbered 69 people (0.8 % of 
the total population) [Материалы для географии и статистики... 1862, 303].

Each of the two above-mentioned diasporas used their own strategy of settling down 
in the new city. Despite the differences, the strategy was intended to strengthen the finan-
cial base of individual families and ethnic diaspora in general. The Jews acted more pre-
sentable in this direction. For example, they settled compactly, on one Jewish street, built 
impressive religious buildings – synagogues, and founded numerous educational institu-
tions6. Although, the Mennonites, like the Jews, were active promoters of the city’s eco-
nomic development in the everyday life they still adhered to the self-isolation tactics. The 
latter corresponded to their idea of self-perception as the apostolic community of the 
“quiet”, the congregation of chosen by God [Snyder 1994, 3–19; Венгер 2009, 194–195]. 
Whereas the Mennonite entrepreneurs had achieved considerable business success by 
that period, they had had neither a prayer house, nor a school building. Thus, for a long 
time, religious meetings and education of children were held directly in the Mennonite 
families’ houses. According to P. Heese’s memoirs, children received secondary educa-
tion in the numerous Mennonite schools, which functioned on the territory of the Chor-
titza colonies. It was decided to establish a separate school only in the 1850s. The history 
of this school provides us with the first evidence of contacts between the Jewish and 
Mennonite diasporas [Heese, 6].
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In the early 1860s, the Mennonites made a decision to rent a few small rooms in a 
building on Catherine’s Avenue – the main city avenue (named after Empress Cathe-
rine II). The first Mennonite teachers – J. Klassen, P. Wiens, P. Martens – were hired. 
Later, H. D. Epp got this position. He had been engaged in teaching for at least 25 years, 
and there is a lot of information saved about him as of the outstanding person, teacher, 
and preacher [Epp, Thiessen; Shepherds, servants, and prophets... 2003; Braun 1955–
1959, 156].

The Mennonite School was a small, closed-type, and eventually prestigious educa-
tional institution, the number of students in which never exceeded 30 people. However, 
the school building, located in a prestigious area of the city, needed to be maintained. In 
this regard, the provident and prudent Mennonites started inviting children from the Lu-
theran and then from the Jewish families. Of course, the school accepted the offspring 
“from worthy families” only (education was to be paid for and amounted to a considera-
ble sum – 24 rubles for one student per year [Heese, 6]). Thus, the community received 
an additional source of income, and the pupils themselves acquired profound knowledge, 
an individual approach peculiar to small educational institutions, as well as communica-
tion skills and important experience of socialization in a multicultural and multi-confes-
sional environment. Although the Jewish educational institutions were created on Ekateri-
noslav territory, the Jewish families’ aspiration to send their offsprings to the Mennonite 
school could be associated with the desire to provide more comfortable learning condi-
tions for the child and with the intention to place the heir among the local entrepreneurial 
elite (in a sense of the word, which corresponded to that time).

The intercultural barriers were in a manner overcome in such a school. It was an im-
portant opportunity to get acquainted with the representatives of other ethnic groups, 
which later led to closer cooperation between the Mennonite and the Jewish entrepre-
neurs. It should be noted that school taught Russian, the knowledge of which opened up 
career opportunities and the possibility to receive further education. The Russian lan-
guage was taught by local teacher P. Osipenko [Heese, 6]. According to P. Heese’s testi-
mony, “Russian was one of the most important subjects”, and the Mennonites later used 
the practice of settling children in Russian-speaking families for 1–2 years with the pur-
pose of ethnic integration [Heese, 5–6].

After graduating from the Mennonite school, which gave basic knowledge, the stu-
dents continued their study in other educational institutions of the city (we are talking 
about secondary schools and not at all about higher educational institutions). P. Heese 
recollected, that “the doors of these schools were wide open for the Germans because 
they had a good reputation” [Heese, 6]. It should be assumed that children from Jewish 
families received the same promising prospect.

Thus, despite certain cultural isolation, which was never absolute in the urban life and 
entrepreneurial activity conditions, which the Mennonites and the Jews were engaged in, 
their first inter-diasporal contacts were precisely cultural. Herewith, it should be empha-
sized that the very same pragmatism and financial expediency became the reasons for 
those contacts. The latter, however, did not exclude the importance of preserving ethno-
confessional identity, which remained relevant both for the Mennonites and the Jews – as 
the national minorities and “ever persecuted” groups. However, the school example also 
testifies the professional group identity emergence as the Mennonite school was attended 
by children from those Jewish families who dealt with entrepreneurship.

Modernization and prospects for new contacts and cooperation
Since 1880s Ekaterinoslav entered a new modernization stage of its development. In 

spite of obvious assumptions, these changes were not directly connected with the Great 
Reforms of 1860s and 1870s. Alexander Pol’s activity directed towards the iron ore 
search and extraction in Kryvyi Rih region of Ekaterinoslav province [Кочергін 2002] 
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became in many respects an impetus for the economic “awakening” of the region. The 
railway named after Catherine the Great, which connected the Kryvyi Rih iron ore region 
with Yuzovka coal of the same province (Donbas) was laid through the city in 1884. Eka-
terinoslav became the region’s metallurgical and machine-building center. Modernization 
granted new opportunities to the city and its population, and the enterprising Jews and 
Mennonites could not miss them. The cooperation prospects were first of all associated 
with entrepreneurship in the new economic conditions when the city was called no other 
than “New America” [Дніпропетровськ: віхи історії 2001, 84–89].

One should also pay attention to negative aspects, which the representatives of natio-
nal minorities, including the diasporas, studied here, faced during the indicated period. In 
1881 Tsar Alexander III ascended the throne of the Russian state. After an actual assassi-
nation of his father, the liberal emperor Alexander II [Захарова 1992, 58–79], the new 
tsar policy was distinguished by extreme conservatism, including the national politics 
area [Венгер 2013, 34–55]. His exclusive orientation towards the “Russianness” and fear 
of foreign influence strengthening, dictated by his closest surrounding (for example, by 
Р. Pobedonostsev) led to unfavorable consequences for the “adherents of a different (not 
Orthodox) faith”, no matter what region of the empire they lived in [Венгер 2013, 34–
55]. The Russian language was forcibly implanted in schools of certain ethnic groups, the 
German names of colonies in Ekaterinoslav and Tauride provinces were changed [Венгер 
2013a], the “Pale of Settlement” rules were toughened [Кальян 2009, 121–122].

However, until 1883 (the date of the first anti-Jewish pogrom in the gubernia) it was 
still possible to maintain the multiethnic consensus in Ekaterinoslav, where the Jewish 
population was growing steadily (there were 39,979 Jews in Ekaterinoslav in 1887. They 
ranked second after the Russians and Ukrainians [Дніпропетровськ: віхи історії 2001, 
91]). The Jews were perceived almost as the aboriginal population for a long time, and 
they retained not only economic but administrative influence in the region as well. Al-
though they were not allowed to hold public ranks according to the legislation of the 
1880s, the Jewish councilors (the deputies) were an invariable part of the city public ad-
ministration since 18367. The Mennonites became part of the city government much later, 
in the 1890s8.

The Jews showed themselves in actually all spheres of entrepreneurial activity of the 
city (metallurgy, mechanical engineering, finance, the services sector, food processing, 
woodworking)9, and the Mennonites in their turn were well-known millers and owners of 
woodworking enterprise. In the first decade of the 20th century, the Mennonite community 
consisted of entrepreneurs, homeowners, lawyers and doctors, an architect, and a banker 
(not more than 200 people). Unlike the Chortіtza colonies, which was a kind of innova-
tion center of the Mennonite entrepreneurship in the South of Ukraine, Ekaterinoslav 
community was an intellectual center of the Mennonites in the Empire [Фабрики, заводы 
и рудники... 1903, 152–170; Венгер 2009, 535–538; Epp 1989, 239–259].

Business interests determined contact points of these two Ekaterinoslav diasporas’ 
interests. The Jewish mills, as well as the Mennonite ones, were mainly located on the 
Petersburg and Fabrichnaya streets (between the central avenue and the Dnipro river em-
bankment). The Fabrichnaya Street itself was often called the Mennonite Street because 
these community entrepreneurs’ houses were located there. Thus, they were, first of all, 
neighbors. The Jewish flour-grinding business of Ekaterinoslav is associated with the sur-
names of Grinberg, Rubinstein, Lifshits, Averbukh, Kogan, Levenzon, Rosenberg, Shi-
frin, Sandomirsky, Gossen. The Mennonites also kept up becoming leaders and getting 
international awards for their production. By 1900, the Mennonite flour mills produced 
about 35 % of the city’s output [counted in: Памятная книга и адрес-календарь Екате-
ринославской... 1900]. The Mennonite steam and roller mills (the most innovative in 
their designs) turned into joint-stock companies, which competed for the best quality of 
flour they produced. When the corporatization wave reached the milling industry, most of 
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the Mennonite steam mills were converted into joint-stock companies. At the same time, 
they didn’t limit themselves to their own real estate. For example, the enterprise 
“G. Heese & Co” (1909–1914) rented the mills of the Jews Sandomirsky and Gossen in 
an effort to obtain additional profit [Венгер 2009, 536].

We should mention the other case. Sophia Fast, the local miller’s wife, invited the Jew 
Isaac Lyn to run the enterprise after the death of her husband. Among the Jewish entre-
preneurs, Sophia got a reputation as a person, who “had a healthy understanding of peo-
ple, was wise, crafty and sly and was in constant communication with them”. P. Heese 
noticed, that many “years later the Jews still talked about her with very high respect” [Pe-
ter H. Heese’s (1878–1947) manuscripts..., 18].

The Jewish–Mennonite cooperation was not limited to the milling business. It is also 
known that J. Thiessen and P. Heese with two Jewish entrepreneurs and one Russian 
miller paid for the construction of five commercial river steam vessels, the total carrying 
capacity of which was equal to 100,000 poods. They founded the steamship line, which 
operated modern for that time ships “Thiessen”, “Pyotr” (Peter – in Russian), “Jose-
phine”, “Augustina”, “Mukomol” (Miller – in Russian) [Heese, 4]. The launching of the 
first steamers was a great celebration. The owners and members of the Mennonite com-
munity had a river sail along the route Ekaterinoslav-Kamenskoye.

Although the Mennonites tried to trade, they didn’t succeed in that field of activity. 
The flour trade was completely in the hands of the Jews in Ekaterinoslav. In addition, the 
Jews showed their active position in banking (for example, “I. Kofman Banking House” 
and many other private credit companies) and were successful financiers. Having re-
sources, they were lending willingly to the Mennonites’ business. The entrepreneurs testi-
fied that state banks (the City Bank, Ekaterinoslav State Bank) asked for a higher interest 
rate, which actually could destroy their business. The Jews lent money at only a 10 % 
rate. It was acceptable for the Mennonites and offered the possibility of making a profit 
[Heese, 8].

Another joint line of business, in which both Jews and the Mennonites presented 
themselves, was sawmill production [Фабрики, заводы и рудники... 1903, 152–170]. 
The sawmills were located on the banks of the Dnieper. The timber was floated by the 
entrepreneurs from the upper and middle areas of the river. Flour and sawmill produc-
tion – two very different businesses, had a common point of contact. It was a compulsory 
social program for workers, that was required by so-called “factory legislation” [Устав о 
промышленности 1893]. The owners of these industries (Jews and Mennonites) estab-
lished a foundation, which included 12 mills and 9 sawmills. The united financial re-
sources of this fund (and two diasporas representatives’) were intended to provide the 
workers with social security as it was recorded in the “Industrial Charter” [Русский 
мельник 1914].

In the first decade of the 20th century, the Mennonites began to participate actively in 
public city life. For them, as well as for the Jews, the motivation was associated with the 
new political, economic and social challenges to their ethnic congregation’s growth and 
at a new stage of the Russian state development. So they decided to “get out of hiding” 
and build their own church and educational institution. The issue of land acquiring was 
resolved at a time when Johann Esau (the Mennonite, engineer, and entrepreneur) was 
the mayor of the city (1905) [Венгер 2009, 641–643]. The land in a very prestigious area 
of the city (on the Mennonite (Fabrichna) Street) cost 20,000 rubles. Half of that amount 
was reimbursed through the sale of previous school premises. The other part was colle-
cted by community members. They planned to build a rather impressive church building 
with a tower. Johann Thiessen promised to donate money for the construction of the to-
wer. Even though the project had been prepared by the local Mennonite architect Dietrich 
Thiessen and his assistant – the builder Johann Hein, the plan was not implemented 
[Heese, 6]. The new Mennonite Church building, whose construction had been completed 
by 1912, was solid, but simple and restrained.
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As both the Jews and the Mennonites got an active public position in the city and were 
interested in politics10, they had their own publishing offices. While the Jews supervised a 
number of diverse periodicals, the Mennonites realized the need to have their own prin-
ting platform since 1906 [Газети і журнали... 1993]. The newspaper was acquired exact-
ly from the Jews, and then it was published by the Mennonites under the name “Yuzhnaya 
Zarya” (“The Down of the South”): a daily political, social and literary newspaper, the 
first issue of which was released on April 15th. The Jews were also involved in collabora-
tion with the Publishing House Partnership subjected to “Yuzhnaya Zarya”. Although the 
company was headed by P. Heese, the Jew A. Efimovich, who held the same position in 
the previous periodical, remained the newspaper’s editor in 1906–1915 [Газети і журна-
ли... 1993, 19; Періодичні видання... 1995, 65]. According to Mennonites’ recollections, 
the local authorities took a very high tax (about 3,000 rubles), when registering the sheet. 
However, the thrifty Mennonites, who felt it necessary to publish a liberal newspaper, 
were ready to pay such a significant amount of money [Heese, 5]. However, in 1914, 
when the First World War broke out, the publication of the newspaper, which was owned 
by Germans and Jews, was suspended, as subsequent events showed, forever.

Although the relations between two ethnic diasporas were of a partnership nature in 
general, one should recall a particular case, which was rather an exception to the rule. It 
was connected with the personal history of the Mennonite doctor Jacob Esau (brother of 
the city mayor Johann Esau) and his relationship with the Jewish representatives. Jacob 
lived on Jewish Street and practiced ophthalmology. Being a rather qualified doctor (a stu-
dent of the famous doctor M. Semashko11), he successfully competed with other practicing 
specialists. Most of his patients were exactly the Jews. As a person who lived on the Je-
wish Street, he regularly received the postcards with proposals of making donations for 
the activities of one of the charitable organizations [Матеріали з історії єврейської гро-
мади… 1992, 47] of this ethnic group in Ekaterinoslav. If one desired, he or she could fill 
in the card (informing the amount of the donations, expressing the wishes) and forward it 
to the sender’s address. But Dr. Esau did otherwise for an unknown reason. He sent a card 
with a pig face painted on it to the charity organization’s address. Esau had no chance of 
remaining incognito, as the senders kept the correspondence catalog. That action was per-
ceived as an insult. A scandal broke out and led to reputation loss. The doctor had to 
change his place of residence and move to another, less prestigious area. Describing that 
case, P. Heese concludes that, having changed the place of work and residence, the ocu-
list examined only poor factory workers who were unable to pay for the consultation. The 
doctor’s income was very poor, and it was a kind of punishment for his unworthy beha-
vior as follows from the narrative [Peter H. Heese (1878–1947) manuscripts..., 35].

The survival strategy in the social turbulence conditions
Modernization in Russian Empire had an unbalanced and controversial character. It 

was despite the fact that economic processes in the state as a whole and in the region, in 
particular, showed consistently positive dynamics. It led to complex and difficult to re-
solve social contradictions in Russian society [Миронов 2000, 154–162; Шляхов 2016, 
105–141, 301–341]. The empire outlived three revolutions during the period from 1905 
to 1917, which are called “proletarian” in the traditional Soviet historiography. At the 
same time, the interethnic issues and nationalistic sentiments have always been important 
components of social contradictions and were present among the reasons for the Russian 
revolutions [Бєзаров 2018, 60–135; Ганелин 1991; Україна між самовизначенням та 
окупацією... 2015, 317–337].

The Russian nationalism and the Black Hundred radical by character parties, which 
appeared and became popular in the South of Ukraine [Венгер 2016, 142–165], acted in 
the direction of domestic nationalism escalation, which was of a social nature according 
to modern scholars [Грицак 2019, 64]. The anti-Jewish actions often started as workers’ 
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strikes, which then turned into pogroms [Безаров 2009, 7–36; Сартр 2006, 192–193]. 
The same happened in Ekaterinoslav in 1898 when the proletariat mass demonstration at 
Alexandrovsk metallurgical plant turned into obvious pogrom actions with complete de-
struction of 24 houses [Етнонаціональний світ... 2019, 197].

Similar events occurred more than once in the provincial center in 1901–1905. Some 
of them could be successfully repelled thanks to the local Jewish self-defense (1901) 
[Краткая еврейская энциклопедия 1994, 645–651]. However, it happened far not al-
ways. There are memories left about how the Mennonites supported the Jews during the 
pogrom of 1904. P. Heese reported that about 120 people had been hiding for several 
days in his house and on the territory of the scourer belonging to him. At the same time, 
according to his own testimony, 130 Jews were killed by the pogromists [Heese, 7]. 
Those who were hidden by the Mennonites needed to keep secrecy and not show their 
presence in the house. It should be admitted that the saviors risked no less than the Jews 
themselves in that situation. The researches show that there actually were no boundaries – 
motivational, ethnic, ethical – for the participants of the pogrom, who were in a state of 
general euphoria.

Heese reports that the city authorities knew about the upcoming events, but they 
couldn’t undertake preventive measures. The pogromists’ actions (nearly 1000 people 
participated) started as a peaceful demonstration with state flags and portraits of Nicho-
las II on Friday morning. The number of those who took part in the orderly organized pa-
triotic procession increased as the movement was progressing, and it turned the demon-
stration into an uncontrollable aggressive crowd. The local Jew Aronovich’s house 
became the first victim of the pogrom [Heese, 7]. The Jewish self-defense, which ex-
pected such a course of events, was supported by the local Social Democrats’ group and 
some sympathizers. The Jewish population living in the area of the station and the rail-
way bridge was affected most of all. The Jewish houses’ arsons were recorded on the 
third day of the pogroms. The city’s fire brigades, who were striking at that time, did not 
take part in the fire extinguishing process.

Although the Mennonites were not harmed during the pogroms, they were affected by 
their consequences. Those events caused significant damage to the city’s economy. 
P. Heese says that after the pogroms the Jews refused to lend to local entrepreneurs “as 
if on command”. Although the Jews did not openly express their grievances, a certain 
barrier still arose between them and the city elite, and it also affected the Mennonites 
(after all, not everyone rushed to defend the rightness!). The city’s flour milling indus-
try lost the possibility to receive loans that the Jews were previously providing for 3 to 
4 months. As a result, the Mennonite millers lost 200,000 rubles [Heese, 8]. Some of 
them (W. Heese and J. H. Toews) sold their businesses soon [Heese, 8].

The state and the region’s social situation were developing in such a way that the dan-
ger of pogroms still persisted. The Orthodox clergy and the local government remained 
indifferent, however, they, in general, realized the enormity and irrationality of what was 
happening. It’s not surprising that similar events repeated in July and October 1905. The 
victims were recorded despite the Jewish self-defense attempts to resist violence. The lo-
cal police chief reported to Governor Johan Esau (the Mennonite community represen-
tative): “I inform Your Excellency that during the recent riots in Ekaterinoslav city 
122 trade shops, 64 stores..., 40 apartments were destroyed and plundered, and 5 houses 
were burnt. The following number of Jews was killed by melee weapons: 34 men, 9 wo-
men, 1 girl; 20 men were killed by firearms” [ДАДО, ф. 11, спр. 465, арк. 107]. The 
note also reported about the victims among Russians, Turks, and the pogromists them-
selves. Esau did not leave mentioned events without attention. The issue of victims and 
the sufferers’ material damage was discussed at the City Duma meeting [Журнал Ека-
теринославской городской думы 1906, 10–17, 78]. According to the Jewish hospital 
chief physician G. Puder, up to 2,000 people were being hidden and kept in the hospital 
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for in-patients. Although the hospital’s food supply was carried out by the Jewish com-
munity, J. Esau proposed the Duma to allocate funds for food aid. The hospital was pro-
vided with 500 rubles according to the deputies’ decision. The Winter Theater and the 
People’s Auditorium buildings were allocated for temporary residence of people who 
were made homeless by the fire, and belated measures were taken to protect the victims. 
Only after the authorities’ special request, the Bishop of Ekaterinoslav and Taganrog is-
sued an appeal to the Christians of the city: “We have lived through hard days! Get away 
from illegal deeds... Live peacefully with everyone...” [Вестник Екатеринославского 
земства 1905].

Although the next decade (the period of industrial growth until 1914) was generally 
very successful and beneficial for the development of both the Jewish and the Mennonite 
communities of the city, these ethnic groups again fell into the list of the Russian society 
potential enemies with the outbreak of World War I [Лукьянов 2006, 36–46]. All the 
combating empires without exception renewed the debates about nationalism and natio-
nal identity in the global conflict conditions. Mass anti-Semitism and anti-Germanism 
only increased both in the country in general and in the region in particular. At the same 
time, the position of both local Germans and the Jews gradually worsened as the state of 
the front deteriorated and the economic crisis intensified [Миллер 2006, 96–147]. The 
state adopted legislation that limited the foreign capital influence in Russia, including the 
German and the Jewish ones. The general feature of the so-called “Liquidation” program 
consisted in the fact that it arose as a project directed against the subjects of the states 
with which the empire fought, but soon turned into an internal social (limiting the civil 
rights) and economic war against the subjects of Russia, clearly unjust and ungrounded 
by nothing but the interests of certain social groups. The latter demanded the lands’ and 
the economic positions’ “redistribution”, not realizing that simple mechanical “reparti-
tion” could bring economic success neither to individual representatives of this process 
nor to the state.

The political struggle around the Jewish and German communities undoubtedly took 
place in Ekaterinoslav. However, the situation was not so sad in general. P. Heese recol-
lected, that “when the Russian government announced that the Mennonites were no lon-
ger worthy citizens of Russia, but were the enemies..., the searches started (in the city. – 
N. V.)” [Heese, 9]. However, the Mennonites, as well as the Jewish financiers, managed 
to maintain a favorable social climate around the communities thanks to their influence 
and charity programs.

When the sovereign Emperor Nicholas II visited Ekaterinoslav on January 31, 1915, 
he was accompanied by an escort, which included the representatives of both Jewish and 
German (the Mennonite, Roman Catholic, Lutheran) communities during the trip around 
the city. The Ekaterinoslav Jews were represented by the rabbi M. Brushtein, the honora-
ry citizen M. Tavrovsky, the banker L. Deich, the entrepreneurs J. Shifrin and L. Roten-
berg. The Mennonite delegation consisted of three people: the State Duma deputy 
(G. Bergman)12 and religious leaders (J. Dick, J. Klassen). Wilhelm Toews, the son of a 
miller (had the nick “Toews-millionaire”), performed duties of the sovereign’s personal 
driver throughout the day, which testified high level of personal trust in a man who, ironi-
cally, belonged to the unreliable category by his ethnic origin. Handing over the donation 
on behalf of the Jewish community (10,000 rubles), rabbi M. Brushtein pronounced the 
following patriotic words, important for the Jews: “The Ekaterinoslav Jewish community, 
as well as all Jewish people, bears all the hardships of the world war and is ready to sac-
rifice its life and all its property for the sake of Russia’s power, greatness and honor” 
[Весь Екатеринослав... 1915, IX]. G. Bergman also presented 10,000 rubles collected by 
the Mennonites to Emperor Nicholas [Весь Екатеринослав... 1915, V]. The Red Cross 
hospital with 100 beds for the wounded soldiers [Toews 2018, 41], arranged by the Men-
nonites in Potemkin Palace, was one of the protocol points of the Emperor’s visit to 
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Ekaterinoslav. The communities tried to demonstrate faithful feelings and to reduce the 
level of general suspicion by all their actions. Summarizing his memories of that event, 
P. Heese concludes: “Not everything went so bad for us – from time to time we perceived 
respect towards the German culture representatives” [Heese, 11]. This judgment is un-
doubtedly true regarding the situation with Ekaterinoslav Jews as well. It is demonstra-
tive that even during the period of so-called “liquidation legislation emergency”, the Eka-
terinoslav Mennonites and Jews did not lose their most important posts in the municipal 
government. J. Heese, K. Unruh, P. Funk, V. Friezen performed the duties of attorneys at 
law in 1915. Peter Funk was an attorney at the Justices of the Peace Ekaterinoslav city 
congress. In 1914 J. Esau, J. Thiessen was mentioned among the responsible organizers 
of the Industry and Trade Congress, which was planned to be held in Odessa in autumn 
1914 [Адрес-календарь Екатеринославской губернии... 1915, 192]. Although on the 
eve of the First World War, the Ekaterinoslav community numbered about 200 members, 
during the four war years it increased (including refugees and displaced persons) to 
1,000 people.

The Jewish community interests in the City Duma were represented by merchants 
M. El, I. Shtromberg, I. Granovsky, lawyer Y. Berezovsky and the honorary citizen 
M. Tavrovsky. Being active, they, however, could not deny the pogroms, which the 
doomed Jews expected in the economic crisis conditions caused by the war. However, 
against all expectations, the Ekaterinoslav Germans and Mennonites were the first to face 
their danger. It is clear that the workers’ strikes, which were frequent and started with 
economic demands, often turned against the local Germans – the manufactures’ owners, 
in conditions of constant appeals for the struggle against the “hostile German dominant 
influence”. German pogroms swept Moscow at the end of spring 1915 [Кирьянов 1999, 
434]. The agents reported that similar events were prepared in Ekaterinoslav. The local 
police chief telegraphed the governor in June 1915: “After the destruction of German 
shops in Moscow, persistent rumors circulate recently among the province population, 
entrusted to me, and they concern the pogrom of German settlers, the anger against whom 
has ripened among the population not only due to the war but because the Germans-
villagers live separately under better conditions and do not bear the burden that the in-
digenous Russian people are experiencing in the current war” [ДАДО, ф. 11, спр. 1294, 
арк. 19]. The governor demanded an immediate response from the security forces: “If the 
local administration stays condescending and does not undertake decisive measures from 
the very beginning, the population may gain confidence in the German pogroms and all 
sorts of illegal actions impunity. The riots can gain spontaneous character” [ДАДО, 
ф. 11, спр. 1294, арк. 10, 20]. It follows from the governor’s answer that the fears were 
caused not by the national enmity factor itself, but by the riots, which, as you know, could 
easily acquire spontaneous character, turning into Jewish pogroms as well. The Jews 
again started lending money readily to the Mennonite enterprises, having realized that 
such a danger existed. This decision was very timely because the city’s mills needed fi-
nancial support most of all.

In July 1916 the Mennonite mills of Ekaterinoslav received military orders from the 
central government [Центральний державний історичний архів, ф. 2090, оп. 1, спр. 423, 
арк. 76], thanks to which the enterprises’ activity didn’t stop, and their owners fell under 
the patronage of the authorities. This way they were protected from the threat of getting 
under sequestration. Heese recollected that the enterprises had the “preferential tax”, and 
the owners were able to pay full wages to their workers. However, the government or-
ders’ repayment was carried out with a delay and without taking into account all costs 
(they miss logistic ones). The authorities were paying for ready-made flour, excluding the 
costs of grain delivering at the production cycle beginning. The loans from the Jewish 
banks made it possible in that situation to carry out the entire production process and to 
pay wages to workers in the absence of state prepayment [Heese, 11].
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Common destiny
World War I ended with the collapse of several empires. The February Revolution of 

1917 led to the monarchy’s fall and to the unified Russian state’s destruction. A long pe-
riod of political instability, called in historiography the Ukrainian Revolution or the 
“national liberation competitions”, started in Ukraine. The power changed 11 times in 
Ekaterinoslav over the next five years (until 1922). Political regimes, changing each 
other, were short-term and imperfect. The city population (including the Jewish and the 
Mennonite congregations’ representatives) felt the demonstrations of those “imperfec-
tions” to the full extent: namely, the terror, requisitions, intimidations, repressions, devas-
tations, violent breaking of the worldview. War weariness transformed into chaos, fear, 
and the post-war years’ collapse for the Ekaterinoslav inhabitants. Both the Jews and the 
Mennonites assessed the prospects for a dialogue with various political forces from the 
point of view of their attitude to private property, the possibility of preserving religious 
identity, and their understanding of common sense. There was an attempt to interact, to 
participate in self-government structures (the Duma) at the initial stage (during the Ukrai-
nian Republic, The Hetmanate (1918)). Later, they tried to demonstrate their loyalty to 
the left radical forces (the Bolsheviks), thereby trying to reduce the hostility degree of the 
latter. The tactics of self-elimination, disappearance from the political, administrative, 
and social spheres were chosen at the end of the considered period (since 1919) [Venger 
2020, 40–50].

Most of the political forces, which came to power, used the anti-Semitism and anti-
Germanism slogans, inherited from the previous regime. For example, the mistrust of the 
German population found its reflection in the Ukrainian nationalists’ policy (Symon Pet-
liura and his supporters). As well as the Jews, the Germans, who, in addition, supported 
the Hetmanate of P. Skoropadskyi and the Austro-German presence (April – November 
1918) a year earlier, were considered by the Petliurists as a socially dangerous group. 
Having come to power in Ekaterynoslav, the nationalists (Petliurists) started building the 
Ukrainian statehood, clearly following the early nationalist scenario: they closed Russian-
language and German-language newspapers, deprived of work employees who didn’t 
speak Ukrainian [Республиканец 1918]. Their policy didn’t match promising slogans of 
ethnic equality proclaimed by M. S. Hrushevsky (1866–1934), one of the Ukrainian Peo-
ple’s Republic’s (1917–1918) ideologists. For example, a former State Duma deputy from 
Ekaterinoslav province, G. Bergman, was arrested on charges “of cooperation with the 
Austro-German authorities”. Ironically, he was freed by Nestor Makhno’s detachments, 
which seized the provincial town for only one day in January 1919 (the first-timer) and 
managed to release all prisoners, including the worst criminals [Heese, 18]. It is not sur-
prising that under such circumstances the German and Jewish communities representa-
tives started fearing for their safety for the first time since 1917.

Among all the politicians who established their power in the city, N. Makhno (who 
occupied Ekaterinoslav three times in 1919) turned out to be a common enemy of both 
the Germans (the Mennonites) and the Jews. Despite the fact that the chieftain denied the 
anti-Semitism accusations, it is widely known that his army was involved in organizing 
the pogroms. It also destroyed a lot of Mennonite villages in Ekaterinoslav gubernia 
[Венгер 2017, 240–255]. The first rumors about the chieftain started spreading in the city 
in January 1919, when Makhno’s army approached the city (the first assault). Professor 
G. Igrenev recollected that “people said that Makhno demanded from the Petliurists to let 
him enter Ekaterinoslav for only three days... They said that Makhno was a noble man 
and an enemy only to the Jews and to the Germans...” [Игренёв 1930, 189].

The second presence of the Makhnovists in Ekaterinoslav (November 1919) lasted 
about 1.5 weeks and did not bring disasters to the Jewish community. Being afraid of the 
pogroms, the Jews (predictably!) acted ahead of the curve. They decided to “buy” the 
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chieftain’s loyalty. The deputation of Jews with 3 million rubles, collected in synagogues, 
to his army’s headquarters led to an expected result [Heese, 24]. Makhno accepted the of-
fering and categorically forbade his soldiers to organize the pogroms. The houses and 
businesses of local Germans and other “bourgeois”, which were located in the central 
part of the city, became a target for robbery in those circumstances. Some Jews tried to 
“take advantage of the moment” of temporary stability. One of them offered J. Thissen to 
buy out the steam mill from his ownership for 1,800,000 rubles. The amount could be 
paid not only in Russian but also in German, English or French currencies. The offer was 
rather profitable. Despite the financial instability, the buyer promised to open an account 
in the name of Thissen in one of the European banks. Unfortunately, the miller rejected 
such an advantageous, as the nearest future showed, offer [Heese, 27].

Both the Mennonites and the Jews associated the last hopes for stability and order 
with the liberation military campaign of the monarchist General Anton Denikin’s “Volun-
teer Army”. Although there were great expectations, its appearance in Ekaterinoslav at 
the end of June 1919 did not bring calmness to the city. The robberies began! According 
to the Jew Z. Arbatov (the editor of a local newspaper), “the entire richest part of the city, 
all the best shops (which mainly belonged to the Jews. – N. V.) were plundered, and Cos-
sacks wandered along the streets, dragging sacks filled with goods on their shoulders...” 
[Арбатов 1923, 91]. P. Heese (as Mennonite community representative) wrote about the 
robberies of the Denikinites very condescendingly: “Well, the Cossacks are also Rus-
sians, and their weakness for foreign goods is well-known. They plundered all the Jewish 
warehouses immediately” [Heese, 23]. The White Guardsmen not only launched political 
repressions against the Bolsheviks’ supporters but persecuted the Jews as well. A. Deni-
kin’s political program consisted in the restoration of the Russian Empire and the “Rus-
sian world”, which, as you know, was sick with anti-Semitism. As a consistent supporter 
of private property, Denikin strove to resist robberies; however, being a fighter for the 
“Russian world” reinstatement, he did not oppose anti-Semitism sufficiently. Although 
the Ekaterinoslav Germans (and the Mennonites) had quite trusting relations with the 
general and his supporters, the Jewish population suffered significant material losses. The 
pogroms again became a real disaster for Ekaterynoslav. P. Heese mentioned those events 
on the pages of his diary, but, strangely, he did that superficially and impartially: “They 
[Denikin army] robbed the Jews for a long time, and perhaps there were victims, but 
only from their words. There were no official announcements. The Jewish self-defense 
didn’t work, but they used the new tactics... They were building barricades around the 
courtyards. But the robbers didn’t retreat. They fired into the air and took everything they 
wanted from the houses” [Heese, 21]. These lines are filled with aloofness and indiffe-
rence to the fellow citizens’ sufferings. What was the reason for Heese’s indifference? Af-
ter all, the Mennonites were repeatedly proving their loyalty to the Jews, with whom they 
built common business relationships, conducted financial transactions. We think that it is 
explained by the routine of violence, which turned into the townspeople’s daily life factor 
in 1919 (after five years of war and anarchy). “The Jews are not the first ones, but they 
are not the last either. The Germans suffered no less”, – perhaps, Heese reasoned that 
way, and his notes reflected a mood of apathy and despair towards violence as the inevi-
table phenomenon of the surrounding reality.

After General A. Denikin’s army getaway and Baron Wrangel’s unsuccessful attempt 
to retain the region, the Bolsheviks and the Red Army turned out to be the total rulers of 
the Ukrainian lands (since 1920). The independent national Ukrainian project, born in 
agony and contradictions, could not withstand competition with Russian Bolshevism, 
which was obsessed with an idea of permanent revolution. It predetermined the fate of 
Ukraine for the next several decades. Realizing the absence of prospects for that political 
situation, those residents of Ekaterinoslav, who could not tolerate Bolshevism and were 
wise enough to predict the future, tried to leave the city. They rushed southwards with the 
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purpose of emigration. P. Heese and his family found themselves in Taganrog. He met 
many members of the Ekaterinoslav Mennonite community there (G. Bergman’s son, an 
engineer A. Esau) [Heese, 21]. All of them were waiting for the right moment to leave the 
country. The growth of emigration moods was undoubtedly influenced by a number of 
factors: limited resources for survival; fear for own life, incomprehension of the “game 
rules” (or their complete absence to be more exact), uncertainty about the future, distrust 
towards social institutions and, of course, fear of a new surge of interethnic conflicts – 
both the Jews and the Germans periodically became their victims in the conditions of po-
litical turbulence.

We do not have accurate information about the number of communities representa-
tives, who went in search of a better life. Just fragments of memories are left, and many 
of them are of a tragic nature. The fate of German Bergman is very demonstrative. For a 
long time, he lacked determination and agility for leaving the city and his property in it. 
When the Red Army occupied the region and the railroad tracks were destroyed, H. Berg-
man had to flee in carts together with his companions. His friend Kaminsky (the Jew), 
two sons, and the son-in-law Peter Rediger accompanied him on the way. The fugitives 
overcame the distance from Ekaterinoslav to Nikopol without difficulties. However, they 
came across the Red Army’s military unit in one of the nearest villages. Only Kaminsky 
somehow managed to escape from that scrape. He said that H. Bergman and his sons had 
been put to death after interrogations, tortures, and humiliations. The bodies of those un-
fortunate were thrown into a well [Heese, 28–29].

In this story, the Jew survived while his friends (the Mennonites) were murdered. The 
plot can be perceived as an indicative metaphor of these both ethnic groups near future 
when their fates parted. When the small Mennonite Ekaterinoslav Diaspora disappeared 
from the city and Soviet historiography as a result of persecution, emigration, and ideo-
logical sway, the numerous Jewish population lived in the Soviet Dnipropetrovsk13 till 
1990s14. However, recollections about partnership (it is correct about the Mennonites at 
least) are a part of memory of their Ekaterinoslav history in Ukraine.

Conclusions
One can make an indisputable conclusion that the city, as a social space, is not only a 

territory of residence but also a zone of constant communication of its inhabitants. The 
interethnic dialogue was an important factor in Ekaterinoslav’s development. The ethni-
cally heterogeneous population of the provincial center demonstrated ideological tole-
rance initially (from the very beginning of the city’s foundation), creating favorable 
conditions for different cultures’ coexistence, for recognizing the right of the “others” to 
preserve “opacity” of their cultural space. Those principles were basic for building rela-
tions between two city dynasties that we are studying: the Mennonite and the Jewish one. 
Existing within the framework of their own unique cultural tradition and belonging to the 
non-Orthodox minorities with all the ensuing legal circumstances, maintaining the inter-
cultural distances and barriers, they nevertheless needed communication. Importantly that 
mentioned external communication (for example, in the sphere of business) retained its 
significance during the crucial for the diasporas moments of identity confirmation and 
contributed to its preservation. In other words, in order to strengthen the diaspora, it was 
necessary to periodically destroy ethnic barriers and to create new intercultural relations 
that supported not only individual representatives of an ethnic group but also brought un-
doubted benefits to the diaspora on the whole.

Generally, there were mutual understanding and a tolerant attitude between the Eka-
terinoslav Jews and the Mennonites (the ethnic minorities who were treated with suspi-
ciousness in Russian society for various reasons (!)). For example, anti-Semitism was not 
welcomed among the Mennonites. It seems like the two dynasties’ representatives were 
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well aware of ethnic peculiarities of each other and were able to use them for their own 
benefit. The Mennonites and the Jews were culturally distant, that is why the history of 
their relationship was non-systemic. At the same time, some of them could maintain 
long-term personal contacts, which were based on purely pragmatic tasks in the sphere 
of business, professional mentality affinity (professional identity), and long years of 
cooperation.

The two Ekaterinoslav diasporas’ political strategy for survival was also very similar. 
The Mennonites learned from the Jews to be public people, lobby for entrepreneurial in-
terests, and use their own periodicals for influencing public sentiments. Taking into con-
sideration all political rights restrictions of the Jews (until 1917) and anti-Germanism, 
peculiar for the Russian Empire public life after the 1870s, those two diasporas were able 
to occupy a worthy position in the city (at a positive stage of the provincial center deve-
lopment). In conditions of social cataclysms of the global and local scale (revolutions, 
pogrom events) and uncontrolled anarchy that threatened the representatives of two eth-
nic groups (also for different reasons), they followed the observation and waiting tactics, 
avoiding public support of another ethnic group representatives. The latter, however, 
didn’t exclude separate cases of mutual assistance. After the Ukrainian revolution defeat 
and the national statehood project collapse, the diasporas, as the united ethnic communi-
ties of the city, lost their political subjectivity and representation for some time (before 
the indigenization policy). The proletarian state formation at the early Soviet stage does 
not allow us to further single out any interethnic components in the public life of the city.

1 Diaspora is an ethnic social category. We consider Urban Diaspora as a group of particular 
ethnos representatives living outside the country of their origin and presenting their self-organiza-
tion and social activities within the urban space. Not all ethnic groups of Ekaterinoslav proved to 
be diasporas. Despite all the peculiarities of European Jewish communities’ history, the lack of 
their unifying metropolis, it was the Jews of the city who showed all the signs of the Diaspora. 
Mennonites also showed themselves in the same way.

2 For example, the interaction of the German-speaking Mennonites with the Lutherans and 
Catholics living in the city is understandable and predictable, as well as the Jews’ interaction 
with the Karaite population, which is close to them by religious and cultural traditions. There 
were about 100 Karaites in Ekaterinoslav [Памятная книга Екатеринославской губернии на 
1864 г…, 99].

3 Soviet and post-Soviet historians name these types of ethnic communities as ethno-confes-
sional (ethnoreligious) [Брук, Чебоксаров, Чеснов 1969; Петренко 2008].

4 The Russian Empire was an estate-type state. The system of estates lined up the boundaries 
and caused the social lift absence. This was the most important obstacle to the state’s socio-eco-
nomic development and Russian modernization.

5 The wave of Jewish resettlement to the Ukrainian territory was caused by Poland’s partitions, 
as a result of which about 20,000 Jews entered the territories of Ukraine and Bessarabia. In total 
there were 1.6 million Jews in the Russian Empire (1825) [Миронов 2017, 339].

6 Privileges allowed the Jews to have their own ethnic educational institutions on the “Pale of 
Settlement” territory. The Talmud Torah (a charitable school for orphans and children from the 
poorest families) has operated in Ekaterinoslav since the late 1850s. The first-class Jewish school 
(for 40 students) was opened. There were 15 cheders, one yeshiva for training rabbis, and about 
30 different schools at the end of the 19th century [Найман 2003, 277].

7 Isai Umansky (1836), Itsko Salpeiter (1839), Alexander Munshtein (1842), Abram Berdshad--
sky (1847), Itsko Bogoslovsky (1851), Joseph Saksagansky (1854), Isaac Stanislavsky (1860) and 
Joseph Dinansky (1874). City Duma deputies: G. L. Lutskoy (1828–1830), M. V. Maidansky 
(1887–1890, 1893–1905), P. A. Labinsky (1888), A. O. Rokhlin (1909–1917), V. V. Ash (1913–
1917), P. I. Gelman (1917–1918). The councilors appointed from the Jewish community of the 
city were J. Granovsky (1893–1894), M. Karpas (1897–1917), I. Granovsky (1909–1917) [Вла--
димиров 1887, 240–246].
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8 The lists of the deputies are presented in the periodicals called “Commemorative book of 
Ekaterinoslav province”. See: “Памятная книжка Екатеринославской губернии”, published in 
Russian. The volumes for 1889, 1894, 1899, 1900, 1903, 1910–1917 are available. The Menno-
nites – members of the Ekaterinoslav City Duma in different years were: Johann Fast (1893–
1901), Heinrich Heese (1905–1909, 1913–1917), Johann Heese (1905–1909), Peter Heinrich Heese 
(1905–1909, 1913–1917), Johann Thissen (1897–1901, 1905–1917), Heinrich Toews (1901–
1905), Johann Esau (1901–1905, 1909–1917) [Венгер 2009, 359].

9 Jewish entrepreneurs owned metallurgical and machine-building plants (Gelerschtain family, 
Leschaver brothers, V. Kropman, the heirs of the Zaslavskys family), metalwork factories (Sha-
bad and Kogan; P. Nemirovsky, Zolberg); locksmiths and mechanical workshops (Gopper, I. Kat-
sev). There were also Jewish printing houses (Shvartsman, Bershadsky, Bukhman, A. Khaytov), 
sawmills (E. Levenzon, Orshansky; M. Kogan, Gussman, Z. Shulman) and many other enterprises 
of various specializations [Фабрики, заводы и рудники… 1903, 152–170].

10 In 1905 the Mennonites attempted to create the first Mennonite political party “The Union 
of Freedom, Justice, and Peace” (P. Friesen was the project’s initiator), the political program of 
which was close to the liberal-Cadet platform, supplemented with the Christian messianic ideas 
[Martin 1996, 11–20].

11 Dr. N. Semashko (Russian, 1874–1949), was a Soviet revolutionary, statesman, and acade--
mic who became People’s Commissar of Public Health and was one of the organizers of the health 
system in the Soviet Union.

12 Bergman German Abramovich (1850–1919), businessman, landlord, zemstvo activist, depu-
ty of the 3rd and 4th State Duma (presented Ekaterinoslav province).

13 It was a new name of the Dnipro city in 1926–2016.
14 In 1926 the Jewish population in the city numbered 62 000 [Матеріали з історії єврейської 

громади… 1992, 23].
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Н. В. Венгер
Єврейська та менонітська громади Катеринослава:

партнерство та взаємодопомога як стратегія виживання
в поліетнічному оточенні (1800–1920)

У статті досліджується історія культурної та економічної взаємодії двох діаспорних груп 
м. Катеринослава (євреїв та менонітів) у період 1800–1917 рр. Наявність цих етно-конфесій-
них груп у суспільному та фінансовому житті міста було досить помітною, а їхня взаємодія 
простежується протягом усього дорадянського періоду. При всіх культурних та соціальних 
відмінностях, як євреї, так і меноніти активно займалися підприємництвом, що забезпечу-
вало збіг їхніх економічних інтересів. Діаспори також об’єднувало соціально-правове ста-
новище в державі (обидві були представниками неправославних етносів із частково обме-
женими правами). Перші ознаки міждіаспорної культурної взаємодії простежуються з 
1860-х рр., коли окремі єврейські підприємці, незважаючи на наявну систему етнічної 
освіти, віддавали своїх нащадків до менонітської школи. На новому модернізаційному ета-
пі історії міста (з 1870-х рр.) євреї та меноніти активно співпрацювали в розвитку борош-
номельної, деревообробної промисловості та у сфері інвестицій. Схожою була й політична 
стратегія виживання діаспор у другій половині ХІХ – на початку ХХ ст. Меноніти вчилися 
в євреїв бути публічними людьми, лобіювати підприємницькі інтереси (застосовуючи три-
буну міської думи) і впливати на суспільні настрої городян, використовуючи етнічні періо-
дичні видання. При тому, що антисемітизм серед менонітів засуджувався, в умовах соціаль-
них катаклізмів глобального і локального масштабів (1880–1920 рр.: революції, погроми, 
бандитизм та анархія), вони дотримувалися тактики вичікування, уникаючи публічної під-
тримки представників іншої етнічної групи. Останнє, однак, не виключало окремих випад-
ків групової взаємодопомоги під час погромів та взаємної підтримки між окремими роди-
нами, що були об’єднані довгими роками співробітництва та довіри. Після поразки Україн-
ської революції і колапсу проєкту національної державності діаспори як об’єднані етнічні 
спільноти міста втратили свою політичну та економічну суб’єктність.

Ключові слова: євреї, меноніти, Катеринослав, борошномельна промисловість, етнічна 
освіта, модернізація, погроми, Українська революція
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